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Primary school, grades 5 & 6. The duration of the competition is 75 minutes. 

The answers must reflect the competitors own work and during the competition, no help is allowed. 

Good Luck! 

3 point questions 

1. There are ….. short forms.  
YOU’RE   DOES   YOUR   HE   BOYS’   SHE’S   DON’T   CAN’T   HIS    THEY’RE   HE   THEIR   HE’S   
MUSTN’T   CANNOT   I’M   HAS   NEED   LET’S    MAY   DO    
A) 5     B) 7    C) 9    D) 11 

2. The correct ones are: 
1. a. I have eight years.   4.  a. John can to play football. 

     b. I am eight.     b. John can play football. 

2.  a. They are boxs.    5.  Do you like reading? 

     b. They are boxes.     a. Yes, I do. 

3.  a. It’s half past nine.    b. Yes, I am. 

     b. It’s half to nine. 

A) 1a, 2b, 3b, 4a, 5a,      C) 1b, 2b, 3a, 4b, 5a, 
B) 1b, 2b, 3b, 4b, 5b,     D) 1a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 5b, 

3. A) There are two stones in the top left corner.      
B) The pond is in the background. 
C) You can see three hills in  the background.  
D) There is a little cottage in  the bottom left  
corner. 

 

4. In this gym Charlie cannot: 

 

 

 

 

         A) play basketball   
         B) throw the ball 
         C) climb the ladder 
         D) jump 
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Hi Jack, 
 

Just a quick note to say: 
get well!. Hope to see 
you soon, 

Kate 

5. “Hi, Peter. So, …… .” 
A) how do you do?  B) how are you doing?  C) with your family?  D) are you today? 

6.  “Once upon a time…” is the beginning of a/an: 
A) newspaper article  B) letter    C) e-mail    D) fairy tale 

7. ”All day, she cooked and scrubbed; at night, she had to sleep on a straw mat by the kitchen fire 
among the cinders.” 
A) Snow White      C) The Princess and the Frog 
B) Cinderella      D) Sleeping Beauty 

8. The name of the famous ship that went down under water in 1912 was: 
A) the Apollo   B) the Titanic   C) the Queen Mary  D) the Black Pearl 

9. In Tom Sawyer, Tom and Huck went to the graveyard to: 
 A) bury the dead cat B) meet Muff Potter’s C) find Indian Joe  D) look for treasure 

10. Tom Sawyer was written by MARK TW . . N. 
A) OI    B) AI    C) EI    D) EE 

4 point questions 

11. ….. bike is that? 
A) Who   B) Whose    C) Who’s    D) Which 

12. How many meals ….. day do you eat? 
A) for   B) on    C) in    D) a 

13. Young children should eat a lot of ….. products . They’re good for the teeth and bones.  
A) pasta    B) dairy   C) vitamin    D) fish 

14. A) 1-crossbar, 2-net, 3-goalkeeper, 4-goalpost   
B) 1-goalkeeper, 2-goalnet, 3-crossbar, 4-goalpost     
C) 1-crossbar, 2- net, 3-goalpost, 4-goalkeeper 
D) 1-goalpost, 2-goalnet, 3-goalkeeper, 4-crossbar 

15. What would you like for a starter? 

A) at school   
B) in a restaurant   
C) at a stadium 
D) in a war computer game 

16. A) Jack is ill.    

B) Jack is a bad boy.   

C) It’s Jack’s birthday.   

D) Jack will be back home soon. 
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17. The Statue of Liberty is in: 
A) London   B) New York  C) Washington  D) Toronto 

18. Of all the gay birds that e’er I did see, 
The ….. is the fairest by far to me, 
For all day long she sits in a tree, 
And when the night comes away flies she. 
The missing word is:  
A) owl   B) eagle   C) robin    D) crow   

19. In Tom Sawyer, Tom and Huck searched for the treasure: 
A) in the haunted house     C) in the graveyard 
B) in the nearby cave     D) on Jackson’s island 

20. In Tom Sawyer, Tom and Huck found: 
A) less than 2 000 dollars     C) more than 12 000 dollars 
B) less than 12 000 dollars    D) more than 20 000 dollars 

5 point questions 

21. Let’s paint it ….. . 
   A) black    B) in black   C) with black  D) like black  

22. The correct one is: 
A) The tent is not big enough to share.   C) The tent is big to share. 
B) The tent is not bigger than we need.  D) The tent is small to share. 

23. Americans celebrate the INDEPENDENCE DAY  in ….. 
A) June   B) July   C) October   D) November 

24. The word going down means: 
A) running and jumping     C) gym exercising 
B) they train to compete in running   D) the looks of a very good sportsman 
 
1. He came in first in the ….., throwing the spear 
82m. 
2. A ….. team has 22 players on the field playing 
with one ball. 
3. Tom managed to ….. the ball and his team didn’t 
lose a point. 
4. The ….. Games are held every four years in a 
different country. 
5. As the ….. of the race, he was wearing a yellow T-
shirt.  
6. Which ….. do you play for? 
7. It was the athletic contest of ….. as high as 
possible, but personally I prefer long jump. 
8. The players will meet for a ….. in the morning. 
9. My favourite Club always ….. their matches. 

25. The odd one is: 
A) Many happy returns!    C) Best wishes! 
B) Happy birthday!     D) No regrets! 

   1        

 2          

3           

   4        

   5        

    6       

7           

 8          

9           
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26. There are …..true sentences about the text: 

 The songs are well-recorded, pleasing to the ear, and most importantly, clearly enunciated. So, 
they are easy to follow, with or without a script in hand. There are a nice variety of models from 
single unaccompanied vocals sung by the two authors, to two voices accompanied by violin and 
guitar. 

1. The songs are easy to understand. 
2. There’s only one singer. 
3. All the songs are with the violin and the guitar. 
4. You need a script to sing the songs. 
5. The songs are nice. 
6. The authors sing the songs. 

A) 1    B) 2    C) 3    D) 4 

27. The first man to walk on the Moon was: 
A) Neil Armstrong  B) Bill Gates   C) Lord Nelson  D) John Glenn 

28.  There are ….. sports events:  
Star Wars     World Cup     Golden Globe     Four Hills Tournament  
A) 1    B) 2    C) 3    D) 4   

29. On the basis of Tom Sawyer: 

TWROUIBLTEFENNECESHURSTSHAUNTED 

Cross out the letters you need for the words in the following sentences. 

1. Tom Sawyer always got himself into ….. . 
2. Aunt Polly let me paint the ….. . 
3. My tooth …... 
4. There’s always treasure in ….. houses. 

The word you have now means:  

A) we want them to come true      C) somebody who heard or saw something                      

B) walk without direction     D) you hear it during PE classes 

30. On the basis of Tom Sawyer: 

There were two men in the house. The boys recognized one … them. He was new … the village, and 
people called him ‘The Spaniard’. But when he spoke, the boys realized that ‘The Spaniard’ was Indian 
Joe … disguise!  

A) of, at, with      C) of, in, in    

B) from, at, in       D) of, with, at 

 


